






Make It Tenterfield Tie-dye Workshop Report 

 

Project Title;   Tie-dye Workshop 12-24year olds 

 

Description 

 

Workshops were held over two days and were designed to encourage and engage young local citizens to explore and 

enjoy creative pursuits under the guidance of instructors in a safe and inspirational atmosphere. The two days           

included instructions in a dedicated workshop space, art materials and equipment to achieve a quality result, healthy 

morning tea and lunch catered by local businesses. The end result was, for each participant, a tie-dyed bag, a ban-

dana, a piece of wrapping fabric, and participants were invited to bring their own t-shirt to dye as an option. 

 

I also impressed on them the environmental aspects of refuse reuse recycle when we choose to use art techniques   

(eg tie dying) to renew or upcycle or reinvigorate something old. During the workshops we used some recycled fabrics 

in the dye process, and discussed how everyone can contribute to environmental outcomes in so many ways. 



Attendees list 

Wednesday 8 July 2020  Friday 10 July 2020 

Tahlia Neal    Darcy Bryan 

Taneeka Kennedy   Archie George 

Tamieka Laurie              Matilda Bryan 

Tristan             Luci Bryan 

Kelsie Ellis    Larissa George 

Erin Laurie    Indy Murphy 

Jaydan 

 

Lesson Plan 

Introductions; self, Michael, students- has anyone done any tie-dyeing before? 

Timetable;      *lunch  * fruit break  *water   

Housekeeping; *make name tags  *toilets 

What happens at Make It? Experiences before today? 



What’s the point of tie-dyeing? History of  

Suspend expectations 

Discuss hazards; dyes – gloves on 

            Electricity 

            Hot water 

Journals and pens 

Student feedback forms 

Techniques;  string, rubber bands, ties 

Recipe; how long in the bath? 

    How hot?  

Choose items to dye 

Choose colours as a collective group by voting. 

Feedback and support of endeavours, especially firmness of ties and techniques for what 

effects. 

Dyeing               Rinsing 

Unwrapping         Parading results 





Benefits to young people; 

A fun activity to do during the school holidays 

Local attraction to inspire pride in their own town and what it has to offer young people. 

Quality instruction to create worthwhile results. 

Friendship opportunity within the group activity with interactions between the participants while exploring 

the techniques of tie-dyeing.  

Helping young people to engage with others who they have never met to develop their own social skills in a 

foreign setting. 

Fostering acceptance of diversity by mixing with socially and ethnically diverse people. 

Inspired further creative endeavour by their success at the workshop. 

Fostering self confidence through achievement. 

Developing networks to explore other new creative opportunities – some participants spoke of their other 

Make It workshop experiences. 

Discussion of possible further workshops that may interest them with the intent of lighting a flame of           

interest. 

Mental health through feeling good through creative expression. 

Accepting feedback to improve skills is a worthwhile character trait to develop (giving feedback in such a way 

as to enhance motivation to try to improve). 

Developing hand eye co-ordination to tie/rubber band the fabrics in patterns to create a unique effect for 

each one thus improving dexterity. 

They experience democracy through voting as a group for the colour outcomes in the 5 colour baths to be 

used each day. 

Becoming a cohesive group through being engaged in a common pursuit. 



Enjoying relaxation and fun through art. 

 

Project outcomes 

I saw many positive outcomes during the two days of workshops with inspired young artists designing their own effects un-

der tuition. There were several examples of effects on display to showcase the possibilities, and some chose to create their 

own style to great effect. The participants chose their favourite article to parade to the makers on site on the day and 

seemed proud and happy with large smiles all round. 

There was some nice positive feedback from the groups, and the groups on both days seemed to enjoy the unique results.  

An unexpected outcome was that I saw some effects that I had not seen before that were very pleasing.  

 

For next time  

I would offer both days to multi dye into two different dye baths as on day two we did this with very interesting results. I 

feel this would be worth doing for extra pizazz. 

I found that we finished early, and would next time either make the workshop shorter, or, add a different activity for the 

young people to be involved in while the items were immersed in the dye bath. 

Also, some more time could have been given to note taking to give them instructions for follow up at home. 






















